These photos seem like an eternity ago. It will be great to see their smiling faces on Monday. We started the week reviewing radial symmetry and finishing up our number books that we started before the December holiday vacation.

Our ten frame work has advanced to working with teen numbers. A spinner and stamper made showing numbers 10-20 lots of fun.

Along with our language works some valentine themed works were offered. They all made big and little hearts. Due to COVID we changed our valentine sharing to a sharing of words about our peers at school. Each child went home with a big valentine full of words that peers had written and Polly glued on. It was lovely and I believe, it is a tradition that we will carry forward.

Friday was our 100th day of school. Zero the Hero led them in a hunt for the numbers 10, 20, etc which they arranged on the board and then used that model to add numbers to their own papers. A fun game of Zap with 100 as the magic number was played with peers in 1-5. Discussions of states of matter followed before we headed out on the trail in search of ephemeral art. Orbs of various colors of water were found and explored. They went home with a balloon and instructions to make their own. I wonder if they did… Next students worked together to sculpt a structure out of 100 ice cubes, chose from 10 exercises and in the afternoon reviewed how our heart works, made slime and did some estimation with valentine hearts.

Thank you for sharing your children!

Miss Nancy